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Abstract—Based on the multiple scattering theory, we derive
a point scattering propagation model which allows an efficient
computation of the diffuse component of the electromagnetic field
scattered by a vegetation canopy. We show that our mode is
in good agreement both with the original multiple scattering
predictions and with measurements.
Index Terms—Vegetation, Propagation, Multiple Scattering
Theory.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In order to characterize the scattering effects due to trees
with an acceptable complexity level, several electromagnetic
models have been used (Multiple Scattering Theory [1], Radiative Transfert Theory [2], Volume Integral Equation [3]).
Since its introduction by Twersky in 1967, the Multiple
Scattering Theory has been widely applied and modernized
in order to characterize various types of vegetation elements
[4], [5], [6]. Branches, needles or leaves are modeled as
homogeneous dielectric cylinders. Those single scatterers are
located either uniformly [6], [7] or following specific schemes
like fractal ones in the tree canopy [8]. The multiple scattering
theory takes into account successive interactions between all
scatterers, each scatterer being involved at most once in each
scattering path. It results in a volumic characterization of the
electromagnetic propagation properties in terms of amplitude
scattering matrix, Radar Cross Section (RCS) and effective
propagation constant. We derive a point scattering model that
relies on those data and that is used to compute the scattering
of a whole tree. Branches and leaves movements due to wind
are taken into account.
II. P REVIOUS DEVELOPMENTS
We introduce in this section formulas and concepts established in [9] and [7] which are necessary for the point
scattering model derivation.
A. Single scatterer model

where E0 is the incident field amplitude and k is the wave
vector.
Karam et al. [9] showed that the scattered field Es can be
written as:
−jkkrk
¯ (s, i) · E e
(2)
Es (r) = F̄
0
krk
where i is the incident direction, s is the observation direction
¯ is the scattering amplitude matrix that characterizes the
and F̄
vegetation element.
B. Canopy volume
Consider now a tree canopy modeled as a cylinder which
includes Nb types of branches and one type of leaves. DeJong
[7] derived the mean volumic scattering amplitude matrix F eq
and the mean volumic RCS σ eq :
eq

F (s, i) =

bNb
X

ρb E(F b (s, i)) + ρl E(F l (s, i))

b=b1
bNb

σ eq (s, i) = 4π{

X

ρb E(|F b (s, i)|2 ) + ρl E(|F l (s, i)|2 )}

b=b1

(3)
where:
· ρb and ρl are the branches and leaves densities,
· F b and F l are the coefficients of the scattering amplitude
¯ for branches and leaves for the considered
matrix F̄
polarization.
Besides, the effective propagation constant in the canopy is
given by:
2π eq
F (i, i)
(4)
K(i) = k +
k
C. Diffuse component of the scattered field
Following Twersky’s theory, [7], the diffuse (or incoherent)
component Esincoh of the field scattered by the whole canopy
at r is such that:
ZZZ
E(|Esincoh (r)|2 ) =
|V (r, r0 )|2 E(|Ein (r0 )|2 )dV 0 (5)

Consider a single scatterer (branch, leaf or needle) modeled
as a thin dielectric cylinder in a large tree canopy, fig. 1. It is
illuminated by a planar wave Ei represented at r as:

where Ein (r ) is the incident field at a location r0 inside the
canopy and V (r, r0 ) is given by:

Ei (r) = E0 e−jk·r

V (r, r0 ) = 4πF eq (s, i)G0 (r, r0 )e−j(K−k)s2 (r )

V

(1)
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0

0

(6)

If we consider that r is located in the far field of the tree,
we have in the amplitude term of (9):
kr − r0 i k ≈ kr − r0 0 k ∀i ∈ {1, ..., Ndif }

(11)

0

where r 0 is located at the center of the canopy.
By replacing the tree canopy by point scatterers, the equivalent incoming field is constant:
Ein (r0 i ) = Ein (r0 0 ) ∀i ∈ {1, ..., Ndif }

(12)

By substituting (10), (11) and (12) in 9, we obtain:
0

e−jkkr−r i k
Es,i (r) =
Ad ejφi Ein (r0 0 )
kr − r0 0 k

(13)

The electromagnetic field at r due to the scattering of the set
of scatterers is:
Ndif
X
Es (r) =
Es,i (r)
(14)
Fig. 1.

i=1

Cylindrical canopy composed of branches and leaves.

The RCS σNdif for the set of all scatterers is:
where G0 (r, r0 ) is the free-space Green function:
G0 (r, r0 ) =

σNdif = 4πkr − r0 0 k2

−jkkr−r0 k

e
4πkr − r0 k

σNdif = 4πA2d X 2

The mean incident field E(Ein ) at r is:
0

E(Ein (r0 )) = Ei (r0 )e−j(K−k)s1 (r )

(15)

So finally:

(7)

0

0

|Es (r)|2
|Ein (r0 0 )|2

(16)

where:
(8)

Ndif

X=|

0

In (6) and (8), s1 (r ) (resp. s2 (r )) corresponds to the
distance between each scatterer and the canopy boundary in
the incoming (resp. observation) direction.
III. P OINT SCATTERING MODEL
In this section, we present an equivalent scattering model
which allows us to generate different trees while ensuring that
their average scattering remains the same as in the multiple
scattering model.

X

ejψi |

i=1

(17)

ψi = φi − kkr − r0 i k
Since φi ∼ U ([0 2π]) and {ri }i∈{1,...,Ndif } are uniformly
distributed in the canopy, ψi ∼ U ([0 2π]). So X follows a
Rayleigh low with σ parameter such that:
r
Ndif
σ=
(18)
2
X mean value µX and variance σX 2 are:
r
r
π
Ndif π
=
µX = σ
2
4
4
−
π
N
(4
−
π)
dif
σX 2 =
σ2 =
2
4
From (19) we have:

A. Parameters derivation
Point scattering models have already been used in order
to model the canopy scattering effect, for instance at Lband by Schubert et al. [10], [11]. The basic idea is to
set Ndif punctual scatterers in the canopy such that their
mean scattering contribution will be equal to the incoherent
component given in (5). For each point scatterer di located in
r0 i , the electromagnetic field scattered at r is:

E[X 2 ] = Ndif

(19)

(20)

(9)

From (15) and (20), we derive the mean RCS for the set of
scatterers:
E[σNdif ] = 4πA2d Ndif
(21)

where:
· Ein (r0 i ) is the equivalent incoming field,
· Ai is the scatterer amplitude,
· φi is the scatterer phase.
We consider separately each branch or leaf type for which
the scatterer amplitude is constant:

We obtain from (21) the constant amplitude for all scatterers
of each branch or leaf type:
s
E[σNdif ]
Ad =
(22)
4πNdif

0

Es,i (r) =

e−jkkr−r i k
Ai ejφi Ein (r0 i )
kr − r0 i k

Ai = Ad ∀i ∈ {1, ..., Ndif }

(10)

We give in fig. 2 the mean RCS computed either by the
multiple scattering theory or the point scattering method for
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Fig. 3. Mean RCS (in dB) w.r.t. the observation azimuth angle (in degree)
computed on a 2s simulation sampled at 50 Hz during a smooth (left) and a
substantive (right) windy condition.

the reference value as it is for 100 completely random samples
on fig. 2.
C. Measurements campaign
Fig. 2. Mean RCS (in dB) w.r.t. the observation azimuth angle (in degree)
computed on 1 (top left), 10 (top right) and 100 (bottom left) trees by the point
scattering model. The reference value computed by the multiple scattering
theory is shown on the bottom right picture.

1, 10 and 100 Monte Carlo samples. We use 10 point scatterers
for each branch or leaf type. Thanks to its definition
√ in (17) and
to the central limit theorem, X converges in σ N toward its
mean value (N being the number of Monte Carlo samples),
ensuring a good convergence to the point scattering model
RCS toward the multiple scattering RCS computed with (3).
B. Wind models
High frequency fading due to swaying can be taken into account easily in the point scattering model. The wind turbulent
behavior is represented by a mass-spring system, [12]. The
branch or leaf i (or any point scatterer) moves according to
the following differential equation:
mi ẍi (t) + ci ẋi (t) + ki xi (t) = fi (t)

We compare the attenuated direct power and the diffuse
multipath power predicted by the multiple scattering theory
and those estimated from a measurement campaign performed
in Gaillac, France in 2006, [4]. Measurements have been
done at 2.2 GHz from a car-mounted antenna. Assuming a
Ricean propagation canal, we estimate the shadowing and the
multipath powers [13], see fig.4. The estimated positions of
four trees are represented by green vertical lines. Powers are
relative to the unshadowed line of sight. Based on fig. 4, we
see that the mean attenuated value at tree locations is around
-10 dB whereas the multipath power is around -14dB. We give
in Table I the simulation results for the attenuated and diffuse
powers w.r.t. the canopy diameter.
The precise comparison between measured data to theoretic
ones is difficult due to many reasons (trunk diffraction and
shadowing, ground reflection, unknown canopy geometry and
size, etc.). However, orders of magnitude of the attenuated
and scattered powers estimated from measurements or by the

(23)

where:
· xi is the movement,
· t is the time,
· mi is the mass,
· ki is the spring constant,
· ci is the dumpling factor,
· fi (t) is the dynamic force induced by the wind.
We follow [12] in order to generate a wind model and to
compute the induced force. Then, we solve (23) in order to
compute the point scatterer movements.
On fig. 3, we show one tree average RCS (2s sampling at
50 Hz) for a low and a high wind condition. When the wind
speed is low and stable, temporal phase variations are low for
all the scatterers and the averaging effect is imperceptible. In
opposite, when the wind speed is high and erratic, the mean
RCS is close to the reference value. However, the phase time
serie of each scatterer is still not completely random due to
the wind temporal coherence. So the RCS is not as close to

Fig. 4. Attenuated direct signal power (top) and multipath diffuse power
(bottom) in dB estimated from measurements in Gaillac w.r.t. the distance
sampling (in m). Four tree positions are shown in green.
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TABLE I
ATTENUATED POWERS
Canopy diameter (m)
Attenuated power (dB)
Diffuse power (dB)

8
-7.9
-13.6

10
-9.8
-12

12
-11.8
-10.9

Measurment
-10
-14

multiple scattering theory are quite close.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Based on the multiple scattering theory, an equivalent point
scattering propagation model is derived. Point scatterers are
located randomly in the canopy and generate the same average
diffuse field as the original method. This model can be used to
generate efficiently different samples of any tree specie while
taking into account wind effects.
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